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This paper aims to identify thresholds of pitch parameters (loads, stress, velocity, and
frequency) that prevent wear occurrence through experimental and computational study.
Despite that its primary goal was not achieved, this paper still provides valuable
knowledge on the relations between these parameters and wear, scaled testing setup, and
future directions. This paper is in good quality, and, yet might need some polishing.

 Specific comments are as follows:

Figure 3. y axis should be between 30000 and 70000 or smaller to see the differences
among loads. Also, will the gravity of the upper bearing and surrounding structures
play a role on the load differences observed?
Is there a different way to present the results in a qualitive way? For an example,
Figure 7 (effects of contact pressure on friction torque over time), is it possible to
generate a 2D plot with x-axis being number of cycles and y-axis being torque or its
percentage? Both cases with 2GPa and 2.5GPa contact pressure can be presented on
the same plot. There are many figures that can be converted this way. Would authors
consider this?
Vast amount of information of the measurement are presented. But not all test results
are well discussed. For example, Figure 12, given the same x/2b ratio, the wear
formation was not impacted by the bearing size. This is an important finding. Authors
might consider adding discussion on x/2b here.
Suggestions on protection run is very interesting and its effect on pitch bearing wear is
promising. As authors mentioned, its implementation will require further research, in
particular for its impact or interactions with energy output and supervisory controls.
Authors discussed some of these aspects in the conclusion but, in my opinion, it should
be expanded and incorporated within section 5.2.
Lastly, authors should consider merging paragraphs with only a few sentences. 
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